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Abstract
We analyse the top flavour violating decays in general supersymmetric model
using the mass insertion approximation. In particular, we discuss the impact
of a light right-handed top-squark and large mixing between the first or second
and third generation of up-squarks on processes as t→ qγ, g. We also take into
account the relevant experimental constraints from B-physics and the require-
ments for a successfull electroweak baryogenesis on squark mixings. We show
that for general large mixings in squarks mass matrix, the branching ratio of the
t→ qγ, g (q = u, c) can be as large as 10−6.
Keywords: Baryogenesis, Rare Decays, Supersymmetry Phenomenology
1 Introduction
The Standard model of electroweak and strong interactions (SM) has had an impres-
sive success when confronted with experiment. However, it has been established that
the strength of CP violation in the standard model is not sufficient to account for
the cosmological baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU)[1]. One of the most at-
tractive mechanisms to generate the observed BAU is that of electroweak baryogenesis
in supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of the SM. It was shown that supersymmetric
extensions of the SM have all the necessary requirements to generate enough BAU. In
particular, SUSY models offer new sources of CP violation, and in the presence of a
light stop the phase transition becomes much stronger [2]. However, the bound of the
neutron electric dipole moment (EDM) imposes severe constraints on the flavour diag-
onal phases [3] and may possibly rule out scenarios of SUSY electroweak baryogenesis
based on CP violating chargino currents. A possible way to overcome this problem,
and to generate enough BAU while satisfying the EDM constraints, is to assume that
SUSY CP violation has a flavour character as in the SM [4–6]. These models share the
common features of requiring the presence of a light top-squark and predicting a large
mixing between the third and first or second generations of up squarks. Since both the
latter requirements play an important role in top-quark physics, one is likely to expect
an enhancement in flavour changing top decays.
In SM, processes like t→ u, c γ, g are absent at the tree level, and are highly sup-
pressed by the GIM mechanism at the one-loop level. Within the SM, the prediction
for the branching ratio (Br) of these decays is of order 10−13 [7]. Therefore, the ob-
servation of t → u, c γ decays, either at the LHC or at a future linear e+e− collider,
will constitute a sign of new physics. In supersymmetric models, new channels (mainly
through chargino and gluino exchange) emerge to compete with those of the SM.
In this paper, we study flavour changing top decays as t→ u, c γ, g in the minimal
supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) with a light right-handed top squark. In
order to obtain a model-independent analysis of the low-energy MSSM, we will use
the generalised mass insertion approximation (MIA). In this framework, a basis for
fermions and sfermions is adopted in such a way that the couplings of these particles
to neutral gauginos are flavour diagonal, while flavour-violating effects are encoded
in the non-diagonality of the sfermion propagators. In addition, it is assumed that
one of the eigenvalues of the up-squark mass matrix is much lighter than the other
(degenerate) eigenvalues. We take into account the constraints that the relevant mass
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insertions in the up sector must fulfil in order to generate a successful baryogenesis at
the electroweak scale and we consider the bounds on the squark mass insertions derived
from experimental measurements of B decays. In view of the above, we investigate the
possibility of observing flavour violating top decays at the LHC or at a forthcoming
linear collider.
These flavour violating top decays have been previously studied in the literature
[8–14] and different results were obtained. In this paper, in order to be able to apply
easily our approach to any supersymmetric models, we decide to use the generalised
mass insertion approximation. This approach has the great advantages that we shall be
able to identified the dominant contributions for any SUSY models to these processes
without ambiguities.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we provide analytical results of
the SUSY contributions the amplitudes of t → qγ, g decays, using the generalised
MIA. Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of the numerical results, analysing the
constraints from BAU and FCNC processes and how they affect the branching ratio of
these decays. We also comment on the prospects of observing the t→ qγ, g process in
the upcoming experiments. Our conclusions are summarised in Section 4.
2 t→ qγ in the MSSM with a light stop
The total amplitude for the t→ qγ decay can be written as
Atotal(t→ qγ, g) =
∑
i
(Aγ,giR Oγ,gLR +Aγ,giL Oγ,gRL) , (1)
where i denotes the mediator in the loop, and
Oγ,gLR = ǫµq¯iσµνpνPRt , Oγ,gRL = ǫµq¯iσµνpνPLt , (2)
with σµν ≡ i
2
[γµ, γν ], and pν the momentum of the outgoing photon (gluon).
In the SM, the t→ qγ decay is mediated by chargedW bosons, so that AγSM = AγW .
In the framework of the MSSM, one finds four new sets of diagrams inducing the
effective Oγ operators, namely via the exchange of charged Higgs bosons, gluinos,
charginos and neutralinos, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus the amplitude for the t→ qγ
decay can be parametrised as Aγi =
{
AγSM, AγH±, Aγg˜ , Aγχ˜±, Aγχ˜0
}
.
Both the SM and charged Higgs contributions rely on the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix (VCKM) as the sole source of flavour violation. In what follows, we
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the decay t→ qγ: (a) gluino mediated, (b) chargino
mediated and (c) neutralino exchange. On diagram (b) the photon line can be also
coupled to the internal down-squark line.
will study each of the above contributions. In particular, we will compute the sfermion
mediated decays (gluino, chargino and neutralino) using the mass insertion approxi-
mation.
2.1 W and H± contributions
For completeness we include here the SM contribution as well as the one associated
with charged Higgs exchange. These contributions are given by [15]
AγW,R =
αw
√
α
4
√
π
3mt
m2W
(VCKM)qb (V
∗
CKM)tb xbW [eDF1(xbW ) + F2(xbW )] , (3)
AγH±,R =
αw
√
α
4
√
π
mt
m2W
(VCKM)qb (V
∗
CKM)tb xbh
× {tan2 β [eDF1(xbh) + F2(xbh)] + [eDF3(xbh) + F4(xbh)]} . (4)
In the above eD is the charge of the down-type quarks running in the loop (eD = −1/3),
and F1,2,3,4 the associated loop functions, given in the Appendix A, with xbW,h defined as
the mass ratios xbW,h = m
2
b/m
2
W,H±, respectively. Due to the smallness of the associated
Yukawa couplings, the contribution of d and s quarks are negligible, and hence we
consider only the dominant bottom-quark terms. We also neglect the contribution
of the partial amplitudes AγW (H±),L which are suppressed by a factor of mq/mt when
compared with AγW (H±),R. Since mb ≪ mH , mW , one can easily obtain an estimate of
the charged Higgs and W boson contributions to the t→ qγ decays. One finds
Γ(t→ qγ) = m
3
t
16π
|AγW,R + AγH,R|2 . (5)
Regarding the associated branching ratio, Br(t→ qγ) = Γ(t→ qγ)/Γtotal, let us recall
that the total decay width of the top quark is dominated by the t → bW channel,
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which is given by
Γt ≈ Γ(t→ bW )
=
GF
8
√
2π
|Vtb|2m3t
(
1− m
2
W
m2t
) (
1 +
m2W
m2t
− 2m
4
W
m4t
)
. (6)
Thus, the W and charged Higgs contributions to the Br(t → qγ) are given, to a very
approximation, by
Br(t→ qγ) ≈ m
3
t
16π
|AγW,R + AγH,R|2
1
Γ(t→ bW ) . (7)
Numerically (mt = 174 GeV, mb = 5 GeV, tanβ = 10, mH± ≃ 100 GeV), one has
W : Br(t→ uγ) = 7.5 10−15 , Br(t→ cγ) = 6.3 10−13 ;
H± : Br(t→ uγ) = 4.6 10−12 , Br(t→ cγ) = 3.8 10−10 . (8)
Mostly due to CKM suppression, both W and charged Higgs contributions are indeed
very small, and we shall neglect them in our numerical analysis.
2.2 Gluino contribution
In the super-CKM basis, the quark-squark-gluino interaction is given by
Luu˜g˜ =
√
2 gs T
a
bc
(
u¯b PL g˜
a u˜cR − u¯b PR g˜a u˜cL +H.c.
)
, (9)
where T a are the SU(3)c generators, and b, c are colour indices. As aforementioned, we
will use the MIA to express the gluino contribution to the t→ cγ amplitude. We begin
by considering the generalised MIA scenario, in which one of the scalars in the loop
(typically the right-handed top-squark), is considerably lighter than the other squarks,
m2
t˜R
≪ m2q˜L,R . In this case, the amplitude for the gluino mediated t→ qγ decays reads:
Aγg˜,R = −
4
3
αs
√
α√
π
eU
〈m˜2〉
m2g˜
{
mt
m2g˜
(δuLL)q3
(
F2(zt, zq˜L)− F2(zt, zt˜L)
zq˜L − zt˜L
)
− 1
mg˜
(δuLR)q3
(
F4(zt, zq˜L)− F4(zt, zt˜R)
zq˜L − zt˜R
)}
, (10)
Aγg˜,L = −
4
3
αs
√
α√
π
eU
〈m˜2〉
m2g˜
{
mt
m2g˜
(δuRR)q3
(
F2(zt, zq˜R)− F2(zt, zt˜R)
zq˜R − zt˜R
)
− 1
mg˜
(δuRL)q3
(
F4(zt, zq˜R)− F4(zt, zt˜L)
zq˜R − zt˜L
)}}
. (11)
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In the above, eU is the charge of the up-type quarks (eU = 2/3), zt,q˜ are respectively
defined as the mass ratio (mt,q˜/mg˜)
2 ≡ 1/xt,q˜, and the loop functions F2,4(x, y) can be
found in Appendix A.〈m˜2〉 is the mean value of the squark mass matrix. We have also
neglected in Aγg˜,R (Aγg˜,L) terms associated to δuRR (δuLL), since these would be suppressed
by mu,c.
In a scenario where one can approximate mt˜R ≈ m2t˜L ≈ m2q˜L , mg˜ ≫ mt, the finite
differences would tend to the usual MIA derivatives.
Regarding the t→ cg amplitude, one has
Agg˜,R = −
αs
√
α√
π
〈m˜2〉
m2g˜
{
mt
m2g˜
(δuLL)q3
(
F˜2(zt, zq˜L)− F˜2(zt, zt˜L)
zq˜L − zt˜L
)
− 1
mg˜
(δuLR)q3
(
F˜4(zt, zq˜L)− F˜4(zt, zt˜R)
zq˜L − zt˜R
)}
, (12)
Agg˜,L = −
4
3
αs
√
α√
π
eU
〈m˜2〉
m2g˜
{
mt
m2g˜
(δuRR)q3
(
F˜2(zt, zq˜R)− F˜2(zt, zt˜R)
zq˜R − zt˜R
)
− 1
mg˜
(δuRL)q3
(
F˜4(zt, zq˜R)− F˜4(zt, zt˜L)
zq˜R − zt˜L
)}}
. (13)
where the functions F˜2,4 are defined as
F˜2,4(x, y) =
[
4
3
− C(G)
2
]
F2,4(x, y)− C(G)
2
F1,3(x/y, 1/y)
with C(G) the quadratic Casimir operador of the adjoint representation of SU(3)C .
2.3 Chargino contributions
The relevant Lagrangian terms for the chargino-quark-squark interaction are given by
Lud˜χ˜+ =
2∑
A=1
3∑
i,j=1
{
u¯iR [V
∗
A2 (Y
diag
u VCKM)ij ] χ˜
+
A d˜
j
L − u¯iL [g UA1 (VCKM)ij ] χ˜+A d˜jL+
+ u¯iL [UA2 (VCKM Y
diag
d )ij ] χ˜
+
A d˜
j
R
}
+H.c. (14)
where the indices i, j label fermion and sfermion flavour eigenstates while A refers
to chargino mass eigenstates. Y diagu,d are the diagonal up- and down-quark Yukawa
couplings, and V , U are the usual chargino rotation matrices defined by U∗Mχ+V
−1 =
5
diag(mχ+
1
, mχ+
2
). Keeping the terms whose flavour violation stems from the VCKM , and
neglecting those proportional to mq/mt, the chargino contribution now reads
Aχ˜±,R = −αw
√
α
2
√
π
mt
2∑
A=1
1
m2χ˜A
{
g2|UA1|2
[
(VCKM)qi(V
†
CKM)j3δij [F1(xt, xA) + eDF2(zt, zA)] +
+(VCKM)qi(δ
d
LL)ij(V
†
CKM)j3 [G1(xt, xA) + eDG2(zt, xA)]
]
+
+ |UA2|2
[
(VCKM)qi
(
Y diagd
)2
ii
(V †CKM)i3 [F1(xt, xA) + eDF2(zt, zA)] +
+(VCKM)qi
(
Y diagd
)
ii
(δdRR)ij
(
Y diagd
)
jj
(V †CKM)j3 [G1(xt, xA) + eDG2(zt, xA)]
]
−
− gUA1U∗A2
[
(VCKM)qi
(
Y diagd
)
ii
(δdLR)ij
(
Y diagd
)
jj
(V †CKM)j3 [G1(xt, xA) + eDG2(zt, xA)]
]
−
− gU∗A1UA2
[
(VCKM)qi
(
Y diagd
)
ii
(δdRL)ij(V
†
CKM)j3 [G1(xt, xA) + eDG2(zt, xA)]
]
−
−
(
mχ˜A
mt
){
−gUA1VA2
[
(VCKM)qiδij(V
†
CKM)j3
(
Y diagu
)
33
[F3(xt, xA) + eDF4(zt, zA)] +
+(VCKM)qi(δ
d
LL)ij(V
†
CKM)j3
(
Y diagu
)
33
[G3(xt, xA) + eDG4(zt, xA)]
]
+
+UA2VA2
[
(VCKM)qi
(
Y diagd
)
ii
(δdRL)ij(V
†
CKM)j3
(
Y diagu
)
33
[G3(xt, xA) + eDG4(zt, xA)]
]}}
,
(15)
where xA,t = (mχ˜±
A
,t/md˜)
2 ≃ m2
χ˜±
A
,t
/m2q˜L , zt = (mt/mχ˜±A
)2and and the additional loop
functions Gi can be also found in Appendix A. For the chargino contributions, one has
Aχ˜±,L = O(mq), (q 6= t)
To get the chargino contribution to t → q g, one should only keep the terms
proportionnal to the functions F2,4(x, y) and G2,4(x, y) and clearly changing
√
αeD by√
αs.
2.4 Neutralino contributions
In this case, the relevant Lagrangian terms are
Luu˜χ˜0 =
4∑
a=1
3∑
i=1
{
u¯iRN
∗
a1
4
3
g√
2
tan θW χ˜
0
A u˜
i
R − u¯iRN∗a4 Y diagu χ˜0A u˜iL−
−u¯iL
g√
2
(
Na2 +
1
3
Na1 tan θW
)
χ˜0A u˜
i
L − u¯iLNa4 Y diagu χ˜0A u˜iR
}
, (16)
where N is the 4 × 4 rotation matrix which diagonalises the neutralino mass matrix
MN , N
∗MNN
−1 = diag(mχ0a). Using Luu˜χ˜0 one derives the neutralino contributions to
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the flavour changing top decay t→ qγ, which are given by
Aγχ˜0,R =
αW
√
α
2
√
π
〈m˜2〉
m2χ˜0a
4∑
a=1
{
[
mt
2mW sinβ
Na4(Na2 +
1
3
tan θWNa1)
1
mχ˜0a
(
F˜4(zt, zq˜L)− F˜4(zt, zt˜L)
zq˜L − zt˜L
)
+
(Na2 +
1
3
tan θWNa1)
2
2
mt
m2χ˜0a
(
F2(zt, zq˜L)− F2(zt, zt˜L)
zq˜L − zt˜L
)]
(δuLL)q3
+
[
2
3
tan θWNa1(Na2 +
1
3
tan θWNa1)
1
mχ˜0a
(
F˜4(zt, zq˜L)− F˜4(zt, zt˜R)
zq˜L − zt˜R
)
− mt
2mW sinβ
N∗a4(Na2 +
1
3
tan θWNa1)
mt
m2χ˜0a
(
F2(zt, zq˜L)− F2(zt, zt˜R)
zq˜L − zt˜R
)]
(δuLR)q3
}
,
(17)
Aγχ˜0,L =
αW
√
α
2
√
π
〈m˜2〉
m2χ˜0a
4∑
a=1
{[
− mt
mW sinβ
2
3
tan θWN
∗
a1N
∗
a4
1
mχ˜0a
(
F˜4(zt, zq˜R)− F˜4(zt, zt˜R)
zq˜R − zt˜R
)
+
8
9
tan2 θW |Na1|2 mt
m2χ˜0a
(
F2(zt, zq˜R)− F2(zt, zt˜R)
zq˜R − zt˜R
)]
(δuRR)q3
+
[
2
3
tan θWN
∗
a1(N
∗
a2 +
1
3
tan θWN
∗
a1)
1
mχ˜0a
(
F˜4(zt, zq˜R)− F˜4(zt, zt˜L)
zq˜R − zt˜L
)
− 2
3
mt
mW sin β
Na4N
∗
a1 tan θW
mt
m2χ˜0a
(
F2(zt, zq˜R)− F2(zt, zt˜L)
zq˜R − zt˜L
)]
(δuRL)q3
}
,
(18)
The fourth contributions for each amplitudes are usually neglected for processes involv-
ing like quarks or leptons as b → sγ or µ → eγ. But clearly, for the top quark, they
cannot be neglected. As for the chargino case, to get their contribution to t→ c g, one
should just replace α by αs.
3 Numerical results
In this section we will explore the parameter space of the general MSSM in order to
find the maximum allowed values of Br(t → cγ) in the presence of a light stop, while
observing the constraints on squark mixing imposed by B physics and by generating
7
the correct BAU. In our analysis we take into account experimental bounds on the
masses of the SUSY particles [16] and all available constraints from FCNC and rare
decays [19][26].
As shown in Ref. [5], the observed ratio of the baryon number to entropy in the
Universe [21, 22]
η ≡ nB
nγ
= (6.3± 0.3)× 10−10 (19)
can be accommodated in the framework of flavour-dependent supersymmetric elec-
troweak baryogenesis. In this scenario, complying with the value of η requires two key
ingredients: a very light stop, 105GeV . mt˜R . 165GeV, and a sizable mixing in the
LR up-squark sector1. In fact, in this framework, the BAU can be written as
η ∼ 10−9 IRR µ Y 2t
〈m2q˜〉
mt
Im(δuLR)
∗
3i , (20)
where IRR is given in [5], and Yt ≡ (Y diagu )33. The requisite of LR up-squark mixing
depends on the other parameters involved in the computation of nB/s, namely on mq˜
and on the value of the bilinear µ-term. In particular, for mq˜ ≃ 1TeV and µ ∼ 700
GeV, complying with the observed BAU imposes
Im(δuLR)
∗
3i & 0.15 , (21)
which in turn implies
|(δuLR)3i| & 0.15 . (22)
It is important to notice that since (δLR)ij = (δRL)
∗
ji, thus the BAU constrain can be
written as
|(δuRL)i3| & 0.15 . (23)
Regarding mt˜R , in agreement with collider bounds on the mass of the lightest top-
squark [17, 18], and unless otherwise stated, throughout the analysis we will always
consider mt˜R = 110 GeV.
After these considerations, we turn again our attention to the SUSY contributions
to the inclusive width of the t→ qγ decay. These are given by
Γ(t→ qγ) = m
3
t
16π

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
Ai,R(t→ qγ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
Ai,L(t→ qγ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 , (24)
1We note here that in these scenarios, the strength of the EWPT is typically too small. Neverthe-
less, this problem can be overcome by the introduction of new degrees of freedom, as is the case of
extensions of the MSSM with additional Higgs scalars [23–25].
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Γ(t→ q g) = C(R) m
3
t
16π

∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
Ai,R(t→ qg)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i
Ai,L(t→ qg)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
 , (25)
where C(R) = 4/3.
where i = g˜, χ˜±, χ˜0. As we usual in the framework of the MIA, we analyse each
contribution separately, so that the branching ratio associated with each of the above
terms is defined as
Br (t
i→ qγ, g) = Γi(t→ qγ, g)
Γ(t→ bW ) , (26)
with Γ(t→ bW ) ≃ 1.52 GeV.
We start our analysis by considering gluino mediated top decays. As it can be seen
from Eqs. (10,11), the gluino contribution to Br(t→ qγ) essentially depends on three
parameters: the gluino mass mg˜, the average squark mass mq˜ and the mass of the
light top-squark mt˜R . Regarding the flavour structure, the gluino meditated t → cγ
decay is a function of the (δuLL)23 and (δ
u
LR)23 mass insertions. An illustrative example
of the dependence of the Br(t → cγ) on the relevant mass insertions can be drawn
by considering a representative point in the parameter space, which complies with the
BAU requirements. For mg˜ = 300 GeV and mq˜ ∼ 1 TeV, the branching ratio reads:
Br(t
g˜→ cγ) = 2.6× 10−10(δuLL)223 − 5× 10−8(δuLL)23 (δuLR)23+
+ 2.4× 10−6(δuLR)223 + 1.6× 10−8(δuRL)223 .
− 7.1× 10−8(δuRL)23 (δuRR)23 + 7.7× 10−8(δuRR)223. (27)
The leading gluino contributions to the Br always stems from the terms proportional
to (δuLR)
2
23, with an associated coefficient of order O(10−6). Therefore, the bound from
Eq. (22) will not affect the dominant (δuLR)
2
23 term in the branching ratio contrarly to
naive expectations that the large mixing between first/second and the third up-squark
generation required for a successfull electroweak baryogenesis implies enhancement in
top flavour violating decays branching ratio. It is worth mentioning that in the class
of SUSY models with hermitian or symmetric trilinear couplings, the magnitude of
|(δuLR)223| is of the same order |(δuLR)232|, hence the BAU leads to a lower bound on the
branching ratio Br(t→ cγ) of order 10−7 as it can be seen from Fig.2.
In Fig. 2 we plot the Br(t
g˜→ cγ) as a function of |(δuLR)23|, for several values of
(mg˜, mq˜), fixing all the other mass insertions to be zero. As can be seen from this figure,
larger values of the average squark mass strongly enhance the gluino contributions to
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Figure 2: Gluino contributions to Br(t → cγ) as a function of |(δuLR)23| for different
pairs of (mg˜, mq˜): (300 GeV, 1 TeV), (300 GeV, 500 GeV) and (500 GeV, 1 TeV),
corresponding to solid, dashed and dot-dashed lines, respectively.
the branching ratio. This can be easily understood by inspection of Eq.(10) as in
such a case, the xq˜L ≈ xt˜L → 0 and the dominant terms only comes from the light
right-handed top squark contributions. In fact, it can be verified that the BR(t→ cγ)
monotically increases with mq˜, saturating at BR ∼ 10−5 for mq˜ ∼ O(4 TeV).
In Fig.3 we present a plot for the branching ratio Br(t→ cγ) as a function of mt˜R
which is a crucial parameter for enhancing the BAU and also the branching ratio of
top decay. As can be seen from this figure, in case of large mixing between the third
and the first or the second generation of quarks ((δLR)i3 ≈ 0.1 or bigger), imposing the
right handed stop masses to be within the range needed for electroweak baryogenesis
imposes to the Br(t→ qγ) to be bigger than 10−7.
For completness, let us get the value of the gluino contributions in case of a no-
BAU inspired models. In that case, we shall use mg˜ = 300 GeV, mt˜R = 100 GeV and
mq˜ = 500 GeV. One gets
Br(t
g˜→ cγ) = 1.9× 10−9(δuLL)223 − 1.2× 10−7(δuLL)23 (δuLR)23+
+ 1.97× 10−6(δuLR)223 + 8.4× 10−8(δuRL)223 .
− 1.5× 10−7(δuRL)23 (δuRR)23 + 6.98× 10−8(δuRR)223 (28)
Finally, we address the additional phenomenological constraints that should be
applied to the computation of the Br(t → cγ). First, we point out that the main
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Figure 3: Gluino contributions to Br(t→ cγ) as a function of mt˜R for different pairs of
(mg˜, (δ
u
LR)23): (300 GeV, 0.75), (500 GeV, 0.75) and (300 GeV, 0.25), (500 GeV, 0.25)
corresponding respecively to solid, dashed, dot-dashed and double-dot-dashed lines .
(δuLL)23 is fixed as 0.1 and mq˜ = 1 TeV.
constraint on the mass insertions (δuAB)23 is associated with having the latter involved
in the chargino contribution to the b → sγ decay. From the analysis conducted in
Ref. [19], one finds that the current measurements of the Br(b→ sγ) = (3.21± 0.43±
0.27)× 10−4 [20], can only constrain the (δuLL)23 at large tan β, while the relevant mass
insertions to the gluino mediated top decay, (δuLR,RL)23, remain unconstrained.
Regarding the chargino contributions, their contribution is always very suppressed
compared to gluino contributions but it is important to emphasize to the fact that their
contributions are proportionnal to δdAB. Let us recall hat B
0
d − B¯0d mixing constrains
(δdLL)13 to be of O(0.1) [26]. Nevertheless, the mass insertion (δdLL)23 is essentially
unconstrained since nor b → sγ limits nor B0s − B¯0s mixing impose any bound on this
parameter [27], so that (δdLL)23 could be of order one. Even so, chargino contributions
to Br(t→ cγ) can be at most of order 10−9, and play a secondary role when compared
to those of the gluino.
Respect the neutralino contributions, it can be seen from Eq.(18) that as in the case
of the gluinos, these contributions depend on (δuAB)23. However, their associated coeffi-
cients are comparatively more suppressed. For instance the coefficient of the dominant
(δuLR)23 term is suppressed by a factor
αW
αS
1
C(R)
m
χ˜0a
mg˜
tan θWNa1(Na2 + 1/3 tan θWNa1)
which is of order 10−3 − 10−4, implying that neutralino contributions will be clearly
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subdominant when compared to those of the gluino and chargino.
To conclude our analysis, we briefly comment on the experimental prospects for the
observation of the SUSY mediated t→ qγ, g decays here discussed. First, let us notice
that the present CDF limit on these processes is very weak [16, 28]
Br(t→ γq) ≤ 0.032 . (29)
However, significant progresses are likely to occur in the near future, with new data
from Tevatron Run II, which should be able to improve these limits by a factor 10 [29].
At longer terms, the next generation of colliders as LHC or a linear collider like TESLA,
is expected to ameliorate the current bound (Eq. 29) by a few orders of magnitude [30].
In particular, after one year of operation, it should be possible to reach the following
limits at LHC and TESLA, respectively [31][32]:
Br(t→ cγ) ≤ 7.7× 10−6 (LHC) , (30)
Br(t→ cγ) ≤ 3.7× 10−6 (TESLA) , (31)
Br(t→ c g) ≤ ×10−5 (LHC) , (32)
(33)
From the comparison of these values to the results of the analysis conducted in this
section, one can conclude that in the presence of a light top-squark and provided large
mixing between the first/second and third up squark generations, the observation of
processes as t→ cγ will soon be within experimental reach.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we have studied in a completely model independent way top flavour vi-
olating decays in general supersymmetric models using the generalised MIA. We have
computed in a model-independent way the gluino, chargino and neutralino contribu-
tions to the branching ratio of t→ qγ. We have shown that in a light t˜R scenario, gluino
mediated decays provide the leading contribution to the branching ratio of t → qγ, g
for a gluino mass between 300 GeV and 500 GeV.
We have verified that the present experimental constraints on B physics didn’t
prevent us to get Br(t → qγ) & 10−6 and Br(t → q g) & 10−5 . These results are
particularly interesting, since such a sensitivity could be reached by the LHC or by a
12
linear collider like TESLA. In particular, after a few years of operation, one should be
able to observe the t→ qγ, g decays.
As a corollary of our approach, we have shown that contrarly to the naive expecta-
tions, the large mixing between up-squarks needed to generate the BAU at electroweak
scale doesn’t affect top flavour violating decay, except in particular susy models where
(δuLR)23 is related to (δ
u
LR)32 (see for instance susy models with hermitian texture for
the trilinear terms).
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A Loop functions
F1(z, y) =
−y
2
∫ 1
0
dx
(1− x)
z
ln
(
x+ y(1− x)− z(1 − x)x
x+ y(1− x)
)
(34)
F2(z, y) = −1
2
∫ 1
0
dx
(1− x)
z
ln
(
x+ y(1− x)− z(1 − x)x
x+ y(1− x)
)
(35)
F3(z, y) = −y
∫ 1
0
dx
(1− x)
xz
ln
(
x+ y(1− x)− z(1 − x)x
x+ y(1− x)
)
(36)
F4(z, y) = −
∫ 1
0
dx
1
z
ln
(
x+ y(1− x)− z(1 − x)x
x+ y(1− x)
)
(37)
In the limit z → 0, one recovers the usual loop functions:
F1(0, x) = x
(
x3 − 6x2 + 3x+ 2 + 6x log(x)
12(x− 1)4
)
= xF1(x) (38)
F2(0, 1/x) = x
(
2x3 + 3x2 − 6x+ 1− 6x2 log(x)
12(x− 1)4
)
= xF2(x) (39)
F3(0, x) = x
(
x2 − 4x+ 3 + 2 log(x)
2(x− 1)3
)
= xF1(x) (40)
F4(0, 1/x) = x
(
x2 − 1− 2x log(x)
2(x− 1)3
)
= xF4(x) (41)
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where the F1,2,3,4(x) functions are defined in ref.[15].
G1(x, y) = −y∂F1(x, y)
∂y
+ x
∂F1(x, y)
∂x
(42)
G3(x, y) = −y∂F3(x, y)
∂y
+ x
∂F3(x, y)
∂x
(43)
G2(x, y) =
1
y
∂F2(x, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=1/y
(44)
G4(x, y) =
1
y
∂F4(x, z)
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=1/y
(45)
It is easy to check that in the limit x→ 0, one recovers the usual MIA loop functions:
G1(0, x) = −x−1 − 9x+ 9x
2 + x3 − 6x(1 + x) log(x)
6(x− 1)5 (46)
G2(0, x) = −x−1 + 9x+ 9x
2 − 17x3 + 6x2(3 + x) log(x)
12(x− 1)5 (47)
G3(0, x) = −x−5 + 4x+ x
2 − 2(1 + 2x) log(x)
2(x− 1)4 (48)
G4(0, x) = −x1 + 4x− 5x
2 + 2x(2 + x) log(x)
2(x− 1)4 (49)
f2(x) ≡ −∂(xF2(x))
∂x
(50)
=
1− 9x− 9x2 + 17x3 − 18x2 ln x− 6x3 ln x
12(x− 1)5 (51)
f4(x) ≡ −∂(xF4(x))
∂x
(52)
=
−1− 4x+ 5x2 − 4x ln x− 2x2 lnx
2(x− 1)4 (53)
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